
Priceless Baby 1911 

Chapter 1911: No Longer Disliked Himself 

“Ye Xun, look! This is the wedding gift I prepared for you guys, a mechanical arm. What do you think?” 

Qi Zhengming smiled as he explained. 

The arm looked quite good, but no matter how good the mechanical arm was, it could not be compared 

to his own original arm. 

Ye Xun didn't feel much while he looked at the mechanical arm in the glass frame. He told him honestly, 

“Actually, Master Qi, I had never thought to install a prosthetic arm because I am worried it might be 

very inconvenient after I put it on. Moreover, I am also living quite well right now like this.” 

Right now, as long as Huo Sanyan didn't dislike the fact he didn't have an arm, he would also no longer 

dislike himself either. 

“I understand. Why don't you try it? Once you put it on, you will be reluctant to take it off.” 

As he was facing Qi Zhengming's enthusiasm, and because Huo Sanyan also encouraged him to try it, in 

the end, Ye Xun agreed to try it on. 

With Qi Zhengming's help, Ye Xun was finally able to put on the mechanical arm. Putting it on for the 

first time took a bit of effort. However, once he was used to it, it would be much better. 

After he finished putting on the mechanical arm, it looked as though he grew a new arm. However, it 

just dangled on the side of his body and it looked like it was only a decoration. It didn't seem like there 

were any practical uses for it. 

Huo Sanyan looked at the mechanical arm in detail and asked Qi Zhengming curiously, “Master Qi, how 

do you control this arm? Does it need batteries?” 

That one single sentence provoked Qi Zhengming into a hearty laugh. “Hahaha. It doesn't need batteries 

and it doesn't need to be recharged. This is completely controlled through the nerves. Ye Xun, try using 

your brain to instruct your arm. Concentrate your thoughts.” 

Under Qi Zhengming's guidance, Ye Xun started to try concentrating his thoughts. He wanted to stretch 

out his hands to grab the apple on the table and thought about this in his head. Not long after, 

something miraculous happened. The mechanical arm actually listened to his thoughts and lifted itself 

up to grab the apple on the table. 

The experiment was successful! 

“Very good! Ye Xun, you did it!” 

Ye Xun felt very happy in his heart from being able to instruct the mechanical arm to pick up the apple. 

“Let me try again.” 

He went to grab a cup and also succeeded. He tried a few more small tasks and the mechanical arm 

could help him accomplish them all perfectly. 

“Aim at the rock over there and try shooting.” Qi Zhengming said again. 



“…” Ye Xun was surprised. Could it be that this mechanical arm was even equipped with weapons? 

Ye Xun operated it with his mind again. He aimed at the rock and as soon his brain received the 

instruction to shoot, it transmitted it to the arm and a gun suddenly appeared in the arm. It aimed at the 

rock and, bang, bang, bang, shot a few rounds consecutively. 

Ye Xun was extremely excited once he learned about this feature. Right now, he already understood 

that this wasn't a simple mechanical arm. Qi Zhengming had already given it many unexpected features. 

It was like the arm of an intelligent robot in science fiction. It was very cool. 

Ye Xun instantly fell in love with this prosthetic limb. He thanked him. “Master Qi, the arm you made is 

really too awesome! I am very thankful to you!” 

“There is no need to thank me. You sacrificed your own arm to protect the Dragon Kingdom. You are the 

people's hero. I should do something for you that is to the best of my abilities. It is nothing. This 

intelligent arm is only being officially tested today. Once I finish the last few details, I can give it to you.” 

“Thank you, thank you!” 

Ye Xun thanked him happily. He left Spirit Island with Huo Sanyan, and Qi Zhengming gave his well-

wishes for their new married life. 

While on the way back, Ye Xun was constantly in an excited mood. Huo Sanyan knew it was because of 

the mechanical arm. She was also happy for him. “This is great, Ye Xun. Once you have an additional 

mechanical arm in the future, you might be able to return to how you were when you had two hands.” 

“Yeah. I am also happy. Once I have the mechanical arm, I can hug you as much as I want.” 

Chapter 1912: Deep In Love 

Ye Xun hugged Huo Sanyan tightly as she rested her head on his shoulder. Both of them were looking 

forward to their married life. 

After they'd taken the wedding photos, they went to register for their marriage. 

The moment they got their marriage certificates, their hearts fluttered. 

“With this certificate, you're mine now.” Ye Xun smiled. “You aren't allowed to leave me, okay? Military 

marriages are all protected by the law.” 

“I won't leave even if you try to chase me away, believe me. I'm going to stick with you forever,” Huo 

Sanyan said as she hugged Ye Xun's waist. “Where should we go now?” 

“Dinner, movie. We are going to do things that we didn't get to do before!” 

“Let's go then!” 

They went for a romantic candlelight dinner and a romance movie at the theater. 

Then, they walked down the streets of Mo City like all other couples, sipping on boba teas while holding 

hands. 



It was probably the happiest they'd ever been. They were a married couple that was deeply in love. 

Their lives finally got into the same rhythm. 

He loved her as much as she loved him. 

Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan's wedding was held half a month later at the army base. 

A lot of their friends were present to witness the most important day of their lives. Ye Xun wore his 

military uniform while Huo Sanyan put on the dress Ye Xun had custom made for her. 

As they walked down the base, lines of honor guards stood next to them and welcomed them with 

instruments. All of the soldiers were present to witness their General's wedding. 

The moment Ye Xun appeared, all of them saluted to him. 

As the General of their country, Ye Xun had become the hero in every soldier's heart. He was a legend. 

Ye Xun then stood on the podium as Huo Yunshen, with Jing Xi behind him, awarded him the highest 

honor. Huo Yunshen was also the host for the wedding that day. 

Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan finally became husband and wife officially under everyone's witness. 

The next procedure was for Ye Xun to inspect the army in an open-top military vehicle. 

Everywhere Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan passed by, the soldiers would salute them and congratulate them 

on their marriage. 

After inspecting the base, they then proceeded to the capital city where citizens were waiting for them, 

eagerly waiting to witness the marriage of the country's hero. 

It was probably the most extraordinary wedding Huo Sanyan had ever witnessed. 

After the wedding, a dinner was held in the National Banquet Hall. 

Ye Xun had originally booked the Mo City Grand Hotel for their wedding dinner, but Jing Xi and Huo 

Yunshen thought that the dinner should be grander than that. That was why Huo Yunshen changed the 

venue instead as a surprise for them. 

Huo Sanyan and Ye Xun were the only couples who got to hold their wedding dinner at the National 

Banquet Hall other than the king and queen. It was the highest honor Huo Yunshen could give them. 

All of their friends were present. Jun Yan took a few days off and came from Estan, while Jing Zhannan 

brought Ye Xun's former teammates to join the wedding. 

Chapter 1913: You Really Are A Fairy. You Are Too Titillating! 

The sisters in the Huo family even brought over their families. 

Ning Luoxiao and Ban Yanchuan also attended while holding hands. Friends from both sides came to 

give the wedding their blessings. 



The wedding finally ended and a newlywed couple was sent to the new house at the Ye Residence. They 

were in the new house and Huo Sanyan was smiling as she looked at Ye Xun. Ye Xun smiled as he looked 

at her. 

After the two of them experienced so many twists and turns, they finally became a married couple. It 

was really not easy. 

“Wife, you are the most beautiful bride I've ever seen!” 

It was only after being busy the whole day that he now had the chance to take a good look at his wife. 

Huo Sanyan also said with a smile, “Husband, you are also the most handsome groom I've ever seen!” 

After the two of them smiled at each other, they hugged each other. 

After the hug ended, Ye Xun looked at the wedding bed covered in roses and said, “Wife, tonight is our 

wedding night. We need to do something.” 

“What should we do?” Huo Sanyan said. 

“Give you good loving, of course.” 

He bit down on her ears to give a hint. 

The only thing Huo Sanyan felt was a strand of electricity jolting through every part of her body from her 

ears. She pouted playfully and hit him. “So annoying.” 

“You will be praising me for being great in a while. Come, help me take off my clothes first!” 

With Huo Sanyan's help, Ye Xun took off his uniform and then it was Huo Sanyan's turn. “I can do it 

myself.” 

She put both her hands behind her and wanted to pull the zipper at the back. Unfortunately, it was out 

of reach. “Husband, can you help me pull the zipper?” 

“It would be my honor, your majesty, the queen.” 

Huo Sanyan turned around and Ye Xun helped her pull down the zipper. After that, her graceful figure 

appeared in front of his eyes. 

“You really are a fairy. You are too titillating!” 

Ye Xun leaned over, covering his little woman. He first offered her an emotional and passionate kiss. 

It was a beautiful night with the bright moonlight outside. The temperature in the house increased and 

the two newlyweds were immersed in giving each other love, not being able to pull themselves away. 

With Huo Sanyan's pregnancy in mind, Ye Xun didn't give wanton demands. However, Huo Sanyan did 

something unprecedented and used other ways to satisfy him. This made Ye Xun ecstatic. 

It seemed that he wouldn't have to worry about holding it in during the ten months his wife was 

pregnant. Hahaha. 



After they got married, the two of them lived their sweet simple lives together. Qi Zhengming's 

mechanical arm was finally completed and it was sent over. 

When he saw the finished product, he couldn't help but admire Qi Zhengming's hard work. Not only did 

he create a smart device, but he also created it to emulate a real arm. He made it so that the mechanical 

arm didn't look that different from a real human arm. The only difference might be the level of 

sensitivity. 

Ye Xun put on the prosthetic limb. Through training with it every day, he could already use his brain to 

control the movements of the hand. His mechanical arm could help him accomplish many simple tasks. 

It was a great help to him. 

Right now, one couldn't tell that he lost his arm when he put on a suit. He looked pretty much the same 

as a normal person. 

For Ye Xun, this equaled to him getting back quite a bit of his self-confidence. 

As he was a newlywed, Ye Xun had half a year off to recuperate. 

When he had nothing to do while Huo Sanyan went to work, he would go to the royal house to be with 

the children. 

Coincidentally, Mo Yutian came to see the children on this particular day as well. The two men sat 

together and Mo Yutian said, “I heard you mounted a very cool new arm. How is it? Is it easy to use?” 

“Yeah, it is quite good.” Ye Xun took off his jacket to show it to him. 

Mo Yutian was very jealous when he saw it. “I also want a smart prosthetic limb. I wonder if Master Qi 

can make one for me.” 

Mo Yutian lifted his leg. The prosthetic mounted on his leg was just a normal one. It couldn't be 

compared to a smart prosthetic at all. 

Chapter 1914: Stopping That Lady 

“I'll contact him and bring you to him,” Ye Xun said. 

Now that both of them had lost part of their bodies, they started to have things to talk about. 

Mo Yutian also heard about Huo Sanyan's pregnancy and congratulated him. “Oh, right. Congratulations 

on becoming a father soon.” 

“Thank you.” Ye Xun smiled as he patted Mo Yutian's shoulder. “What about you? What are your 

plans?” 

“I don't have any, actually. My life is pretty good right now.” 

Mo Yutian was happy with his current life. He got to live with his mother, was able to visit Niuniu in the 

palace, and could play with the kids. He even got to meet with Jing Xi from time to time. The peaceful 

life he had now was something that he'd never thought he could have. 

As for his relationship, he never paid any attention to it. Being single was okay with him. 



Being at a place where he could protect Jing Xi and Niuniu was enough. 

Ye Xun left the palace after that to fetch his wife back from work. 

“Isn't the antenatal care tomorrow?” Ye Xun asked when they were on their way back. 

“Yup! Tomorrow's the first time! Xiaoxiao is coming with me too.” 

“I see. I'm going with you too.” 

Just as they were talking, a car came out from the corner in front of them, and Huo Sanyan recognized 

the vehicle. 

“Hey, isn't that Yanchuan's car?” 

Ye Xun focused his eyes on the driver's seat. Indeed, Bai Yanchuan was sitting there, but another lady 

was sitting shotgun too. 

Huo Sanyan also noticed the lady and asked, “Who's that with him?” 

“I don't know. But I'm sure it's not Xiaoxiao.” 

“Don't tell me he's having an affair!” 

There was no way Ye Xun would let his friend get betrayed. He immediately ordered his driver to follow 

Bai Yanchuan's car. 

They tailed Bai Yanchuan to a club where he and the lady went in. 

Ye Xun and Huo Sanyan hid nearby and realized Bai Yanchuan was indeed quite close to the lady. To be 

more precise, the lady was trying to flirt with Bai Yanchuan. 

Not only did she keep on praising him, but she even took his hand and helped read his palm. It was clear 

what she was trying to achieve. 

“Nuh-uh! I'm not letting that bitch get what she wants!” 

Huo Sanyan decided to do something about the situation. 

“What do you have in mind?” 

“Just wait here. I'm going to spoil their mood!” 

“Sigh…” 

Ye Xun sighed but did not stop her. If Huo Sanyan had her mind set on something, there was no stopping 

her. 

He could only wait in the corner and help her if needed. 

Just as Bai Yanchuan was listening to the lady talking about his palm, someone suddenly appeared next 

to him and shocked them both. 

“What? Miss Huo? What are you doing here?” 



Bai Yanchuan was surprised to see Huo Sanyan. Bai Yanchuan wasn't able to ask for a meeting after she 

got married. 

“To meet you, of course.” Huo Sanyan smiled. “Who's this?” 

Huo Sanyan laid her eyes on their hands, which were touching, and Bai Yanchuan quickly pulled his hand 

back. 

“This… this is Lucy from Meili Culture Corporation. We have some business to talk about,” Bai Yanchuan 

explained. 

“Miss Lucy, is it? Nice to meet you. I'm Huo Sanyan from Kaidi Entertainment.” 

Chapter 1915: So Awkward That She Was Unable To Show Her Face 

“Nice to meet you, President Huo. I've been looking forward to meeting you for a long time.” Lucy was 

very surprised to see her. She got up and went to shake hands with her. 

However, while they were shaking hands, Huo Sanyan intentionally squeezed down harder, her gaze 

revealing a warning. “Does Miss Lucy know President Bai is already a married man?” 

Lucy looked obviously shocked and glanced at Bai Yanchuan. 

Bai Yanchuan wasn't wearing a ring on his finger. The news of his marriage wasn't announced to the 

public so nobody outside of their circle knew he was married. 

“I'm sorry, I didn't know…” 

Lucy did indeed have feelings for Bai Yanchuan and wanted to try developing it further. However, now 

that she heard he was already married, she immediately showed a very awkward expression on her face. 

Huo Sanyan didn't let go of her. She said, “It's fine if you didn't know since it's not too late to know now. 

Our President Bai has always kept a low-profile. He doesn't wear his wedding ring when he goes out and 

didn't announce his marriage to the public. That's why it is normal for people to not know he is married. 

Plus, our President Bai is handsome; it was inevitable that some flirtatious slut would eagerly throw 

themselves at him.” 

Lucy felt extremely upset at being compared to a flirtatious slut. However, she couldn't really say 

anything. After all, Huo Sanyan didn't say who she was referring to. 

After that, in order to make Lucy give up, Huo Sanyan intentionally asked Bai Yanchuan, “Yanchuan, 

tomorrow is your wife's prenatal examination, don't you remember?” 

“?” Bai Yanchuan was completely unaware there was a prenatal examination. 

When Lucy heard Bai Yanchuan's wife was going for a prenatal examination, she felt so awkward that 

she was unable to show her face. Bai Yanchuan was already about to become a father but she still had 

an unrealistic fantasy about him, how laughable. 

Listening up until this point, Lucy stood up and picked up her purse. She said, “I'm sorry, President Bai, I 

have something I need to do so I'll take my leave now. We can talk about work some other time!” 



After Lucy said her goodbyes, she ran away embarrassed. Huo Sanyan smirked when she saw her 

dejected back. 

Bai Yanchuan said while looking innocent, “Miss, do you know you have disturbed my business by 

appearing suddenly like this?” 

“Business? Bai Yanchuan, are you blind? Can't you tell that woman likes you?” Huo Sanyan asked. 

“I already noticed it long ago but this is how business works. The partnership can only work when both 

sides are happy,” Bai Yanchuan said it as a matter of fact. 

Huo Sanyan never would've imagined he would say something like this and she couldn't help but give 

him a slap. 

Slap! 

Bai Yanchuan was completely stunned by her slap. “Huo Sanyan, why did you hit me?” 

Huo Sanyan said angrily, “Bai Yanchuan, is today the first time we're meetting? How can you say such a 

thing? Are you able to forgo even the most basic human decency for the sake of business? 

“Don't forget that you already have a family. You shouldn't have such complicated relations with other 

women. 

“I can tell you the truth, don't think your marriage with Xiaoxiao is just an arranged marriage. Do you 

know for how many years Xiaoxiao had a crush on you? 

“Ten years! Do you have any idea how long ten years is? 

“Perhaps you have already forgotten long ago, what you were like ten years ago or even earlier when 

you were at the welfare home…but Xiaoxiao remembers all of it! 

“She is the one who is stupid. That's why she stupidly chased after you for so many years and is leaving 

the best years of her youth for you, bastard! 

“It was you who took the initiative to want her after you got drunk. The baby she is pregnant with is 

yours! 

“If you don't f**king want to be a dad, why don't I just bring Xiaoxiao to abort the baby tomorrow and 

ask you guys to divorce!” 

Huo Sanyan shouted angrily and then ended up shoving all the cups and plates onto the floor, smashing 

all of them into pieces. 

The servers at the venue came over and Huo Sanyan told them straight away, “Put it on this man's tab! 

Get the money from him!” 

Chapter 1916: Did Well 

Huo Sanyan finished saying what she wanted to say and turned to leave. 

That was how Huo Sanyan had always been. Her temper was something that a person wouldn't want to 

cross paths with. 



She was also protective of her friend, so much so that she could stab herself for them. 

Bai Yanchuan's mind was in chaos as Huo Sanyan left. 

He was thinking of Huo Sanyan's words, about how Ning Luoxiao had a crush on him for 10 years. 

The part about the charity house was confusing too. 

“Come on, chill.” Ye Xun smiled as he grabbed Huo Sanyan's shoulder. “Don't get so angry over other 

people's stuff. Think about the baby in your belly.” 

Ye Xun had seen everything that happened in the club and felt that his wife did the right thing. 

Bai Yanchuan was a bastard enough to warrant the slap. 

He was Ning Luoxiao's husband and was a soon to be father, and yet he was flirting with another 

woman. 

“I'm not angry… I just feel bad for forcing the marriage onto them… I should've never done that…” 

Huo Sanyan was expecting Bai Yanchuan and Ning Luoxiao to try to get to know each other slowly after 

the marriage. 

But she never expected that Bai Yanchuan would try and avoid his wife. 

“You shouldn't blame yourself. Xiaoxiao made her own choices,” Ye Xun said, comforting her. 

Huo Sanyan's words still rang in Bai Yanchuan's head after he returned to his company. 

The only thing he could remember about Ning Luoxiao from ten years ago was an interview he did for 

her in Estan. 

They never contacted each other ever since until recently. 

He wondered why Ning Luoxiao never came to look for him or try and get close to him if she had a crush 

on him. 

It finally piqued Bai Yanchuan's interest. 

He opened his computer and searched for Ning Luoxiao. She was a celebrity, and there should be a lot of 

information on her online. 

Yet what he found was some simple information. Like where she was from, what her age was. The 

earliest information about her job was her first time hosting a live-stream. 

Bai Yanchuan knew that the lack of information was probably because the Ning family was trying to 

protect her since they were a well-known family in Estan. 

When he scrolled down, he noticed Ning Luoxiao was very active in donating to charity centers. There 

were a few news stories about her charity work for the Sunshine Charity Center in Estan. 

Bai Yanchuan's heart tightened the moment he saw the charity center's name. 



He recalled his life at the charity center when he was still a kid. There was a girl that was with him, Little 

Guo'er. 

When he was adopted by the Li family, he told Little Guo'er that he would come back for her. But when 

he returned as an adult, she was nowhere to be found. 

Chapter 1917: Give Her A Family 

Sunshine Welfare Home… Bai Yanchuan's heart suddenly tightened up when he saw this name. It felt as 

though there was someone grasping his heart. 

He remembered the scenes of when he was young and living in the Sunshine Welfare Home. He also 

remembered a girl who was very close to him, Little Guo'er. 

When he was being adopted by the Li family, he told Little Guo'er before he left that he would come 

back to look for her. However, he never saw her again after he grew up. 

He heard she was brought away by someone and he didn't know where she went. The family that 

adopted her requested to keep it a secret, which was why Little Guo'er's whereabouts were unknown. 

Sometimes during the deep quiet nights, he would think about Little Guo'er's naive smile. It warmed his 

heart. 

He used to swear in his heart that if he could find Little Guo'er, he would definitely protect her and give 

her a warm family. 

However, where was Little Guo'er now? 

After Bai Yanchuan got off work, he did something rare and went back to ‘Above The Waves.' However, 

he didn't see Ning Luoxiao. 

It was only after he asked the housekeeper that he knew she was working overtime at the TV station. 

Bai Yanchuan didn't say anything but he did wonder why Ning Luoxiao was still being so tenacious even 

though she was pregnant. Wasn't he able to provide enough support for her? 

He still went upstairs. Unexpectedly, when he passed by her bedroom, he walked inside. He wanted to 

see exactly what kind of woman she was. 

Her room was filled with all sorts of anime figurines. On the table, he saw a few things that appeared to 

be photo albums. 

Out of pure curiosity, he picked one of them up to take a look. While flipping through the page, he 

realized it was actually a scrapbook about him. 

It was filled with news and pictures taken from newspapers and magazines. The margins were even 

pasted with a lot of cute flowers. There were also drawings drawn with color pencils or words that were 

scribbled there. 

Some of those words were comments, some of them were words of encouragement for him, and it was 

also filled with a young female's worship. She drew quite a lot of bright red hearts. 



From looking at the date of the newspaper report, he saw the earliest report was from ten years ago. 

The latest one was a picture of the moment he cut the ceremonial ribbon during Baisi's opening 

ceremony. 

After looking through the entire scrapbook, Bai Yanchuan felt like his heart was filled with cotton candy 

and he felt a bit breathless. 

He never thought he would have also had a woman crushing on him like this for ten years. 

It was very difficult for most people to persist for so long! 

He returned the scrapbook to where it was and then picked up another book while he was there, which 

turned out to be a photo album. 

He flipped the photo album open and when Bai Yanchuan saw the first photo, he was stunned. 

The little girl in the old photo that had already turned yellow. Wasn't she Little Guo'er who grew up 

together with him at the Sunshine Welfare Home? 

Why would Ning Luoxiao have Little Guo'er's photo? 

Flipping through the pages, he could see Ning Luoxiao grow steadily from a small little girl to a capable 

female TV hostess. 

There was even a big group photo at the back of the photo album. Not only was Little Guo'er in the 

group photo, but the young him was also inside. Back then, he was not called using his current name, 

but was called Xiao Chuan. 

Bai Yanchuan's heart trembled again when he saw this group photo. 

He couldn't say anything when he saw the previous photo of Little Guo'er just now because she was the 

only person in it. But what about this group photo? 

Everything was showing that the owner of this photo album was the Little Guo'er he had been searching 

for to no avail all these years. 

Ning Luoxiao was Little Guo'er? 

He put the photo album back. After Bai Yanchuan came out from her bedroom, his heart and his entire 

being were in a mess to the point of trembling. 

Chapter 1918: Cold To Her 

Even though Bai Yanchuan was excited that he had finally found Little Guo'er, he also felt guilty and 

ashamed by his actions. 

He had married her but had been cold to her. 

Huo Sanyan scolded him, calling him a coward. She was right. 

Huo Sanyan and Ye Xun arrived at the hospital the next day, and Ning Luoxiao came not long after that. 

Seeing Ning Luoxiao coming alone, Huo Sanyan cursed at Bai Yanchuan silently. 



She couldn't believe he did not show up even after she warned him. 

Ning Luoxiao greeted them, and Huo Sanyan realized she had dark circles under her eyes. 

“Did you stay up the whole night again?” 

“Looks like I can't hide anything from you…” Ning Luoxiao laughed wryly and yawned. “I was preparing a 

script until morning.” 

“Seriously? You do know you're pregnant, right?” Huo Sanyan scolded. “How about you go back and get 

some sleep? We can push back the appointment if you want to.” 

“I'm fine. Let's get this done.” 

“Sigh… I really regret talking you into marrying Bai Yanchuan.” Huo Sanyan sighed as she grabbed Ning 

Luoxiao's hand. 

“Why? I think my life is quite good right now.” 

“Because you still don't know what he's been up to lately. He was seeing some lady yesterday, and I'm 

worried that he might cheat on you… You know what? Since your marriage isn't official yet, why not call 

it off? You can abort the child if you want to.” 

Huo Sanyan was starting to help Ning Luoxiao plan her next step, leaving Ning Luoxiao with her mouth 

wide open. 

She never expected Huo Sanyan, who was the most supportive of her marriage, to suggest that she 

leave Bai Yanchuan. 

Just as Ning Luoxiao was about to say something, a manly voice stopped her. 

“Who's urging my wife to leave me?” 

Everyone turned around and saw Bai Yanchuan standing there. 

His appearance shocked Ning Luoxiao as she did not expect him to come. 

“Me!” Huo Sanyan raised her hand. “I always thought you could give Xiaoxiao a happy life, but it seems 

like I was wrong. I'm going to introduce her to someone better than you!” 

“This is my first time seeing a matchmaker trying to pull apart the couple she put together.” Bai 

Yanchuan laughed and grabbed Ning Luoxiao's shoulder. “This woman here is my wife. Where am I going 

to find one if you take her away from me?” 

“…” 

Ning Luoxiao was utterly stupefied, unable to cope with Bai Yanchaun's words. 

“Drop your acting! I know why you're here. Your parents asked you to come, didn't they?” Huo Sanyan 

scolded. “Just leave! There are still a lot of beautiful ladies out there waiting for you.” 

Huo Sanyan then pulled Xiaoxiao to her side. 



Bai Yanchuan knew what he did yesterday had completely ruined his image. All he wanted now was to 

regain what he'd lost. 

Chapter 1919: Find A Stepdad 

“Aren't you going for the prenatal examination? Come quickly! I will go with you, Xiaoxiao!” 

Bai Yanchuan took Ning Luoxiao back into his embrace and hugged her. Moreover, he shouted at Ye 

Xun, “Hey, Mister Ye, quickly look after your wife and stop trying to give my wife ideas! I won't agree to 

a breakup!” 

“…” Ning Luoxiao was so shocked that she already didn't know how to describe what she was feeling. 

For a while, she just stared at Bai Yanchuan while dumbfounded. She couldn't believe it at all. Why was 

this guy behaving so strangely today? 

After this, although Huo Sanyan was upset with Bai Yanchuan, he still shamelessly accompanied Ning 

Luoxiao all the while. 

This was the first time both women had ultrasonographies. After the results came out, both of the men 

immediately looked at the reports. 

Bai Yanchuan saw words like “early pregnancy” and “singleton pregnancy” on the ultrasonography 

report. Seeing this gave his heart great joy. 

Mysteriously and inexorably, he actually ended up having a child with Little Guo'er. 

If it weren't for that slap from Huo Sanyan that woke him up, he might've never had wanted to go find 

out who Ning Luoxiao was. 

It might've ended up worse than just him simply never finding her in this life! 

Bai Yanchuan's heart was filled with joy. Luckily, he didn't find this out too late. There was still time for 

everything! 

Next to him, when Ye Xun saw the contents of the ultrasonography report, he jumped up from his 

surprise. “Two! Two, two, two…” 

“What two?” Bai Yanchuan turned to look. It turned out that Huo Sanyan's examination discovered she 

had two babies, which were twins. 

“Wow! They are twins!” Bai Yanchuan shouted out in surprise. He said jealousy, “Ye Xun, you are so 

lucky to have two children right away! My wife only has one. But it is okay, we can still have another one 

in the future.” 

Once Huo Sanyan came out, Ye Xun immediately rushed over and picked her up. “Wife…” 

Huo Sanyan was extremely embarrassed. “Hey! Put me down! There are many people looking!” 

It was only after Ye Xun twirled around a couple of times that he put Huo Sanyan down. He said, 

unbelievably joyfully, “Wife, you are so good! Really too awesome!” 

“What's awesome? Have you seen the report? What does it say?” 



“Take a look yourself!” 

It was only after Huo Sanyan read the report that she realized she was pregnant with twins. She was so 

happy she immediately held Ye Xun. “Husband… we have two…” 

“Yes, yes. Two, two…” 

The husband and wife were unbelievably happy and they hugged each other for a long time before 

letting go. 

Besides being joyous, she didn't forget to ask Bai Yanchuan, “Has Xiaoxiao come out? Has her report 

come out?” 

“It came out! Our baby is very healthy!” 

Bai Yanchuan handed the report to Huo Sanyan. After she looked through it, she threatened him 

intentionally, “Yanchuan! Are you really planning on becoming a dad? If this is just on a whim, let me tell 

you, do you want to bet that I will go out of this door right now and find a stepdad for this child?” 

“I believe you! Auntie, just believe me! I've already thought it through. I want to spend my life with 

Xiaoxiao.” Bai Yanchuan snatched the report as he was afraid Huo Sanyan might tear it up. 

Huo Sanyan couldn't help but feel Bai Yanchuan was acting very unusual today. She said, feeling upset, 

“You are acting so strange! Haven't you been ignoring Xiaoxiao and not going home every day? Which 

nerve did you pull today that made you come to fawn over Xiaoxiao? Tell me! Do you have some kind of 

ulterior motive?” 

“I definitely don't have an ulterior motive! I was just awakened by the slap you gave me yesterday. If I 

miss out on such a good wife like Xiaoxiao, where can I go cry to?” Bai Yanchuan said while smiling. 

Chapter 1920: Not Officially Married Yet 

“That's more like it,” Huo Sanyan said. 

She'd decided to give Bai Yanchuan more time and move according to his actions. 

Ning Luoxiao came out from the care room and realized everyone else was standing at the door. 

“Are you done too?” Ning Luoxiao asked. 

“Yep!” Huo Sanyan replied and showed Ning Luoxiao her report. “Look at this! I got twins!” 

“Really? That's great news! You guys are so lucky!” 

“You aren't doing that bad yourself. You are pregnant, and you also found the baby's father again.” Huo 

Sanyan smiled and looked at Bai Yanchuan. 

Bai Yanchuan looked at Ning Luoxiao and her looking back at him. They weren't as excited as Ye Xun or 

Huo Sanyan was. 

“Here's your report,” Bai Yanchuan said while waving the report in his hand. 

Ning Luoxiao walked up to Bai Yanchuan and took the report from him. 



After making sure everything was fine, she said, “All right, let's go then.” 

“Okay. Get some rest. We'll get some food next time.” Huo Sanyan nodded. 

“Sure.” 

Huo Sanyan and Ye Xun left first, leaving Ning Luoxiao and Bai Yanchuan at the hospital. 

“Thank you.” Ning Luoxiao said to Bai Yanchuan. “I'll be going now.” 

She then turned but was immediately pulled back by Bai Yanchuan. 

“What?” Ning Luoxiao expressed her surprise. 

“I'll drive you back.” 

“It's fine.” Ning Luoxiao shook her head. “I drove my own car here.” 

Ning Luoxiao pulled her hand back. She got into her car and drove off. 

Bai Yanchuan wasn't going to give up just yet. He also started his car and followed Ning Luoxiao. 

Ning Luoxiao didn't realize Bai Yanchuan was following her until a few minutes later. She frowned, as 

she couldn't understand why Bai Yanchuan was different than his usual self that day. 

Whenever she wanted to meet him in the past, she would have to ask his secretary to pass him a 

message first. And yet, he came to the hospital that day and even offered to drive her home. 

She was confused. 

Just as Ning Luoxiao was thinking about all the possibilities of Bai Yanchuan's abnormal behavior, she 

heard a soft explosion. The sound shocked her, and she quickly stopped her car on the shoulder. 

She got out to check and realized her tire was punctured. 

Ning Luoxiao sighed and took her phone out, ready to call the repair company to come and help her. 

But before she could do so, Bai Yanchuan stopped his car behind her and got out. 

Realizing that her tire was punctured, Bai Yanchuan pulled Ning Luoxiao away and shoved her into his 

car before driving away. 

“Wait! My car!” 

“I'll call someone to take care of it.” 

Bai Yanchuan did not stop and continued driving. 

“What's wrong with you today?” Ning Luoxiao finally asked. “I thought you made it clear that we would 

be living our own lives after the wedding?” 

“Did I? Then let me make a correction. I'm going to stay with you from now on, as husband and wife.” 

“But… We aren't even officially married yet…” 



 


